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Abstract
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Percutaneous coronary intervention with implantation of drug-eluting stents has become the most commonly
performed revascularisation procedure in patients with symptomatic coronary artery disease. Continuous
iterations of coronary devices incorporating changes in platform materials, geometry, strut thickness, drug
release mechanisms and antiproliferative drugs have progressively reduced the rate of device-related adverse
clinical events. Objective performance criteria have been proposed for clinical and angiographic outcomes
of drug-eluting stents. The rate of device success has been recognised as an intraprocedural endpoint to
evaluate the mechanical ability to complete a procedure with the specific device assigned by protocol in
randomised comparative trials. The European Commission and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
both provide guidance documents, including the mechanistic evaluation of coronary stents, which recommend operational definitions of device success. While the majority of clinical trials investigating drugeluting stents have adopted this endpoint definition, inconsistencies in application limit the reliability of
comparisons across different trials reporting device success rates. In addition, it is not uncommon that
device success rates are not reported by investigators. A consistent definition of device success is essential
to allow scientific comparisons of this technical performance endpoint between devices across different trials. Therefore, we performed a systematic evaluation of definitions and reporting of device success in clinical trials. We propose an extended definition as well as considerations for approaching the determination of
the device success rates in future percutaneous coronary intervention trials.
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Defining device success for PCI trials

CAD
DES
FFR
PCI
QCA
QFR

coronary artery disease
drug-eluting stent
fractional flow reserve
percutaneous coronary intervention
quantitative coronary angiography
quantitative flow ratio

Introduction
Percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) with implantation of
drug-eluting stents (DES) has become the most commonly performed revascularisation procedure in patients with symptomatic
coronary artery disease (CAD). Iterative developments of coronary devices that introduced changes in platform materials and
geometry, strut thicknesses, drug release mechanisms, and antiproliferative drugs have progressively reduced the rate of clinical adverse events. Indeed, current stent technology is regarded as
a mature field and it has been proposed that optimal performance
criteria might be used to evaluate clinical and angiographic outcomes of new devices1,2. Most contemporary randomised PCI trials compare a novel DES to a current standard-of-care DES, in
terms of a device-oriented or patient-oriented composite primary
endpoint at one-year follow-up.
Device success rate is an important metric of acute stent performance in clinical trials. Device success is generally defined as
the likelihood of completing the goal of the PCI procedure – to
reduce a coronary obstruction to non-obstructive severity – using
the specific stent allocated by the trial protocol. In addition to the
stent design per se, device success may also be affected by the
stent delivery system.
Device success is often reported in conjunction with a procedure
success endpoint, which reflects that the lesion treatment result is
achieved without doing harm to the patient. Assessment of device
success is important in the evaluation of a new stent technology.
Regulatory authorities, such as the European Commission and the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), provide guidance documents for the mechanistic evaluation of coronary stents which
recommend an operational definition of device success as an acute
device performance endpoint.
Although derivatives of this definition are frequently used in
PCI trials, variable implementation and inconsistencies in adjudication limit the capability of meticulous comparisons across different trials reporting on device success rates. In addition, it is not
uncommon that device success rates are not reported by investigators. A consistent definition is essential to allow scientific comparisons of this intraprocedural endpoint across different trials
reporting on different devices or in different patient populations
or coronary anatomy.
In contemporary trials, device failure rates range from <1%
to 5%3,4. Whether observed variations in acute device success
are in fact device design related or trial ascertainment dependent is uncertain and provides a rationale for the development of
more consistent approaches and definitions. In the setting of low

one-year clinical outcome event rates across contemporary stent
platforms, more technical stent features such as deliverability
reflected by device success may play a greater role for operators
selecting stents for clinical practice.
We performed a systematic review to evaluate device success
rates and definitions in clinical trials with broadly inclusive patient
recruitment published in leading cardiology journals, based on
critical appraisal of the literature, and summarised case examples
of device failure. A summary of the literature search strategy and
results is shown in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary
Figure 1. We propose a standardised extended definition of device
success for future PCI trials.
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Abbreviations

DEFINITION OF DEVICE SUCCESS
In 2008, the European Commission and the U.S. FDA published
guidance documents for non-clinical and clinical evaluations of DES
to provide recommendations to manufacturers and notified bodies5,6.
In the guidance document published by the European Commission,
device success is defined as successful delivery and deployment of
the device and attainment of <50% diameter stenosis using only
the study device (Table 1). Procedure success must meet the angiographic criterion of device success plus additional criteria related
to the clinical outcome of the procedure regardless of whether the
protocol-assigned device is used. In cases of multiple lesion treatment, all treated lesions must meet the clinical procedure success.
More specifically, procedure success requires the absence of
ischaemia-driven adverse events during the hospital stay up to
a maximum of the first seven days after the index procedure5.
These adverse events include all-cause death, any myocardial
infarction (including periprocedural), all coronary revascularisations (target lesion revascularisation, target vessel revascularisation or non-target vessel revascularisation), and coronary device
thrombosis. The U.S. FDA Guidance for Industry on Coronary
Drug-Eluting Stents does not refer specifically to device success,
but rather to scenarios of device malfunction which correspond to
device failure. A malfunction is defined when the device does not
meet its performance specifications which include all claims made
in the labelling for the device. This approach requires consistency
throughout the labelling process for coronary stents.
In 2013, the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) was
requested by the European Commission to make recommendations
for a revision of the European Union medical device advisory
document on the evaluation of coronary stents. This work was carried out by a Task Force established by the European Association
of Percutaneous Cardiovascular Interventions (EAPCI)1. The
document summarises the process required for regulatory and
market approval for coronary stents in Europe. It offers the basis
for establishing objective performance criteria for clinical and
angiographic outcomes when evaluating new devices. A revision
of the guidance document has not been published to date, though
the recommendations of the Task Force are likely to be taken into
account in preparing a new broadly similar type of document for
coronary stents known as a Common Specification, which is at
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Table 1. Current and proposed definition of device success for PCI.
Current EU definition of acute device success (MEDDEV 2.7.1
Appendix 1)
– Successful delivery and deployment of the investigational stent(s)
at the intended target lesion.
(This includes successful delivery and deployment of multiple
overlapping stents).
– Attainment of a final residual in-stent stenosis of less than 50%
as observed by QCA, or by visual estimation if QCA is not
available, without use of a device outside the assigned treatment
strategy.
(Standard predilation catheters and post-dilatation catheters [if
applicable] may be used).

Recommended new definition of acute device success
Device success (applying a lesion-level analysis) is defined by all of
the following conditions:
– Successful delivery, balloon expansion, and deployment of the
first assigned device, at the intended target lesion.
(Multiple attempts using the same instrument are allowed; for
example, success at a second attempt with the same [first]
investigational device after rewiring the vessel, use of a support
catheter, or additional ballooning, vessel preparation, etc.).
– Successful withdrawal of the device delivery system.
– Attainment of a final in-stent or in-scaffold residual stenosis of
<20% with final data reported by core laboratory QCA (preferred
methodology).

Additional notes for implementing the new definition
– All target lesions in which the assigned device is attempted are
included as the denominator, e.g., a “per protocol” analysis.
– The use of a second (or more) assigned device(s) or non-assigned
devices, due to failure of the first assigned device, is classified as
device failure for the target lesion.
– When deployment of more than one assigned device is planned
in advance, for a single target lesion (e.g., overlapping devices for
a long lesion, or a two-stent strategy for a bifurcation lesion), all
assigned devices are assessed and reported as one device. In that
case, only when all assigned devices are successfully implanted
at the intended target lesion is this classified as acute device
success.
– The use of bail-out devices (as allocated by randomisation) due
to edge dissections or geographic miss is not regarded as
a device failure but rather as a clinical issue.
– Successful deployment includes the expansion of the delivery
balloon to its appropriate diameter as indicated on the balloon
compliance chart.
– Deployment failure is classified as device failure, independently
from whether or not the device was safely removed; it needs to be
documented.
– Additional intravascular image may be useful to confirm the stent
deployment, particularly when interpretation of final angiography
is limited (e.g., tortuosity or angulation of the vessels, artery
overlap, or no-reflow phenomenon) after stent implantation.
MEDDEV: Medical Device Guidance document; QCA: quantitative
coronary angiography

draft stage. Furthermore, the Task Force was not asked to propose
a standardised methodology for the assessment of device success.
In September 2018 the FDA announced a public consultation concerning their guidance document, which is being updated7.
The Academic Research Consortium (ARC) consensus documents for clinical endpoint definitions in coronary stent trials8,9
do not include definitions of device success as it is a mainly
technical endpoint.
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DEVICE SUCCESS IN ALL-COMERS TRIALS
Device success rate is usually reported in the first-in-human or
pilot study results when testing new coronary devices. However,
the results from such studies frequently lack generalisability due to
the small sample size and the inclusion of highly selected patients
with less complex lesions. A comprehensive evaluation of device
success can be further substantiated in pivotal trial designs, which
typically include a substantial number of patients and are powered to evaluate clinical endpoints. Moreover, trials with an “allcomers” design denoting inclusion of patients across the spectrum
of clinical presentation and lesion complexity and more representative of those encountered in real-world practice have been
introduced in the evaluation of coronary stents10. Supplementary
Table 2 summarises the definitions and success rates of devices
used in all-comers trials.
Most PCI trials reporting on device success adopted the definition recommended by the European Commission, but it is noteworthy that device success rates are not reported in the same fashion
and are not reported in all studies. The most common variation is
the definition of final in-stent residual stenosis, which ranges from
<20% to <50%. According to the principal angiographic endpoints
recommended by the ESC/EAPCI Task Force on the evaluation
of coronary stents1, a post-procedural residual stenosis should be
<20% as assessed by coronary angiography. It has been shown
that in-stent stenosis ≥20% is associated with an increased risk of
target lesion revascularisation11. Since visual estimation of coronary cineangiograms could have high interobserver and intraobserver variability12,13, quantitative coronary angiography (QCA)
is a preferred methodology for adjudication of device success.
In the SORT OUT (Scandinavian Organization for Randomized
Trials with Clinical Outcome) trials (III, IV, V and VI), the term
“device failure” was used instead of device success. The definition
of device failure was stated, but the results were not provided14-17.
In the BIOSCIENCE (Ultrathin Strut Biodegradable Polymer
Sirolimus-Eluting Stent versus Durable Polymer EverolimusEluting Stent for Percutaneous Coronary Revascularization) trial,
the first large randomised trial of a thin-strut cobalt-chromium
sirolimus-eluting stent with a biodegradable polymer, compared to
the XIENCE stent (Abbott Vascular, Santa Clara, CA, USA), the
device success rate was also not reported18. In the SORT OUT VII
trial, only the rate of device delivery failure was mentioned (Orsiro
[Biotronik, Bülach, Switzerland] 1.6% vs Nobori® [Terumo Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan] 1.7%)19; the definition of device delivery failure
was not provided.
Recently, the TARGET (Targeted therapy with a localised abluminal groove, low-dose sirolimus-eluting, biodegradable polymer
coronary stent) all-comers trial was published. It compared a lowdose sirolimus-eluting stent, Firehawk® (MicroPort, Shanghai,
China) to the XIENCE stent. The device success rate of Firehawk
was significantly lower than that of XIENCE (Firehawk 92.4%
vs XIENCE 94.8%, p=0.025)20. The device success rate in the
XIENCE group in the TARGET trial was numerically lower than
that reported in most previous all-comers trials. In the Firehawk
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
LESION-BASED ANALYSIS ISSUES
In contemporary large-scale PCI trials, device success rate is usually reported by a lesion-based analysis, meaning that the numerator and denominator represent the number of lesions, instead of
the number of devices. We propose to use the denominator for
device success from “per-protocol” analysis, i.e., the denominator should consist of all target lesions where the assigned device
is at least attempted once before any other non-protocol therapy. Therefore, target lesions for which PCI was not attempted,
no device implantation was attempted (e.g., failure to cross
the lesion with guidewires or lesions treated only with balloon
angioplasty due to small vessel diameter or restenosis) and nonassigned device implantations without attempt to use assigned
device (e.g., assigned device was transiently not available “on
the shelf”) would be excluded from the denominator for device
success. This per-protocol analysis could ascertain more accurately the technical performance of the device. However, it may
be at variance with the conventional intention-to-treat analysis,
particularly if the operator changes his intention-to-treat without
testing the assigned device (e.g., when considering challenging
lesions or for whatever reason). Therefore, detailed explanation
of the changes of device selection need to be captured (mandatory). An intention-to-treat analysis for device success could
be considered as a sensitivity analysis to assess whether all the
intended devices have indeed been implanted. A comparison of
analytic methods for device success is provided in Table 2 and
Supplementary Figure 2.

Table 2. Comparison of analytic methods for device success.
Analytic method

Intention-to-treat

Per-protocol

Denominator

Number of all target
lesions to be stented
(n)

Number of all target
lesions in which the
assigned device has been
attempted (n-X)

Pros

––Performed well
––Simple to analyse

––Represents accurately
the performance of the
device

Cons

––Does not account for ––Detailed explanation of
the performance of
the change in intentionthe device,
to-treat needs to be
particularly when the captured (mandatory) in
number of lesions in
the case report form
which the assigned
––Selection bias might be
device is not
introduced if the
attempted is large
operator does not even
––May overestimate
try to implant the
the device success
assigned device
rate
(especially when treating
extremely challenging
lesions)
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group, 2.1% of lesions were treated by a non-assigned stent, 0.7%
of lesions were crossover to the XIENCE stent, and 2.5% of
lesions were not treated by stent implantation. These differences
suggest a difference in the performance of the device during the
index procedure. However, possible alternative explanations could
be unbalanced differences in any of the following: protocol violation, assigned device not available, change of indication for stent
implantation (e.g., patient was referred to surgery), PCI procedure
failure (e.g., wire or balloon failed to cross target lesions), or failure
to deliver or deploy the assigned device. In fact, the reported unsuccessful study-stent implantation rate of Firehawk was only 0.9%.
Several factors affect the device success rate, including anatomical aspects, lesion characteristics, experience and blinding of operators, properties of both the stent and delivery system (balloon)
design as well as the definition and reporting of device success.
Theoretically, the influence of these factors would be minimised
and balanced in a randomised trial. Thus, the device success rate
of coronary devices could be attributed to the trackability, crossability, and pushability of the device. An increasing number of
manufacturers are investing in and developing coronary stent/scaffold platforms worldwide. In this context, clinicians and trialists
should maintain a high degree of attention to device success rates
in PCI trials, as problems may first come to light after more widespread clinical use and investigation in post-marketing studies.

USE OF MULTIPLE DEVICES
Another scenario to be considered for more consistent reporting is
the use of multiple devices in one target lesion. For instance, the
first assigned device could not cross the target lesion due to inadequate lesion preparation or less deliverability of the device and
subsequently the device (stent and its delivery system) was damaged or dislodged. Then, a second assigned stent was eventually
implanted after more aggressive balloon predilatation. Normally
this scenario would be considered as a device success. However,
it might be informative to subclassify device success per protocol according to the number of assigned devices failing (replaced)
before final deployment in the lesion. Another approach was seen in
the AIDA (Amsterdam Investigator-initiateD Absorb strategy allcomers) trial, where the investigators specified that the device success rate should be counted solely on the basis of the first assigned
stent or scaffold21. Therefore, we suggest that the unplanned use
of a second (or more) assigned device due to the failure of the
first device should be considered as device failure irrespective of
the mechanism (related to the device, the lesion or the operator).
Health economic reasons (e.g., cost of the second device) could be
put forward to rationalise and justify this recommendation. Careful
consideration of additional scenarios is required if this approach is
taken. For instance, on the basis of lesion-based analysis, when
treating a long diffuse lesion or a bifurcation lesion, where implantation of two (or more) assigned devices is planned, the implanted
devices should be assessed and reported as one, and all must be
successfully implanted to meet the criteria of device success.
MULTIPLE LESIONS IN THE SAME VESSEL
Another scenario to be considered is when multiple target lesions
exist in one target vessel, for instance, in the presence of a proximal and a distal lesion in the left anterior descending artery.
Assume, for example, that the operator was intending to deliver
an assigned device to a distal lesion first and had prepared both
lesions for delivery. However, the operator failed to cross the
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proximal lesion with the assigned device, but then successfully
implanted non-assigned devices in both the proximal and the distal lesions. Whether the treatment of the proximal lesion should
be counted as device failure and the treatment of the distal lesion
should be excluded from the denominator for device success analysis, or whether both lesions would be counted as device failures
should have clear definition in the protocol or adjudication rules.
LESION SUCCESS VERSUS DEVICE SUCCESS
Lesion success rate, as opposed to device success rate, has been
reported differently in several trials and requires a brief discussion.
In the DUTCH PEERS (DUrable polymer-based sTent CHallenge
of Promus ElemEnt versus ReSolute integrity) trial, lesion success was defined as the attainment at the target site of a final
residual diameter stenosis of less than 50% by any percutaneous
method22. In the BIOFLOW V (Ultrathin, bioresorbable polymer
sirolimus-eluting stents versus thin, durable polymer everolimuseluting stents in patients undergoing coronary revascularisation)
trial, lesion success was also reported in a similar fashion with
final diameter stenosis less than 30%23. In some scenarios, the
treating physicians might change their mind during the procedure and decide not to implant the assigned device at the target
lesion (e.g., small vessel diameter, in-stent restenosis, unsuccessful angioplasty, coronary slow-flow phenomenon). Thus, reporting
lesion success rates provides complementary information on top of
device success rates in PCI trials.
Nevertheless, one major limitation of the definition of lesion
success is that it is based on the visual angiographic residual
severity of the lesion after interventions, without any objective
quantitative information such as the assessment of coronary blood
flow. Since thresholds of fractional flow reserve (FFR) and instantaneous wave-free ratio (iFR) pressure-derived parameters have
been identified, and since the angiography-derived quantitative
flow ratio (QFR) might become available for every treated vessel
(lesion) by off-line analysis by a core laboratory, additional consideration should be given to an intraprocedural vessel-oriented
composite endpoint. Such a definition may require further consensus and is beyond the scope of this document.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE PCI TRIALS
The introduction of coronary stents for the treatment of CAD was
accompanied by important developments in clinical research and
trial conduct. Numerous clinical trials have been conducted to
investigate new stent technologies in a protocolised and, as much
as possible, standardised manner. Therefore, an extended definition of device success and a standardised methodology for assessing and reporting this acute performance endpoint in PCI trials are
timely. The proposed extended definition is presented in Table 1.
Figure 1 illustrates a practical, mutually exclusive and chronological algorithm for analysing the device success rate. Step 1
establishes the denominator consistent with a “per protocol” analysis, and is the most crucial aspect of device success to decide upon
for any given trial design. This denominator definition has a great
influence on the device success rate. We suggest preferentially
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excluding target lesions where no implantation of the assigned
device was attempted. The denominator of the device success rate
would thus be n-X, representing the number of lesions in which
the operators did try to implant the assigned device. Step 2 identifies lesions for which no device (either the assigned or any nonassigned device) was implanted despite single or multiple attempts.
Step 3 indicates lesions for which devices were implanted outside the intended location (e.g., device dislodgement with either
deployment or crush of the device). Step 4 indicates lesions in
which non-assigned devices or second (or more) assigned devices
were implanted, because of the unsuccessful delivery or deployment or damage to the first assigned device (e.g., tortuosity/noncrossability of the lesion or defective delivery system/balloon).
Lastly, step 5 excludes lesions with final in-stent/scaffold residual
stenosis equal to or above 20% by QCA (preferred methodology)
or by visual estimation if QCA is not available, along with the
recommendation that final data reported for the trial ideally would
rely on core laboratory QCA of the final residual stenosis.
Figure 2 summarises two examples of device failure and demonstrates the importance of knowing whether the assigned stent
was attempted or not, in order to assess the device success rate.
Potential scenarios after unsuccessful delivery of a first assigned
device to the intended lesion are summarised in Supplementary
Figure 3.
Issues of potential operator bias in the assessment of device success must also be considered. In current stent trials investigating
two different platforms or iterations, it is not possible to mask the
operator who can recognise the commercial products. Behavioural
differences based on the experience of the operator cannot be
avoided. In the TALENT study24, more crossover to non-assigned
stents occurred in the investigational group. Interestingly, this
phenomenon was also observed in the TARGET study. It suggests
that operators might tend to crossover quickly to the device with
which they are familiar when facing difficulties during the PCI procedure, especially in treating patients with multivessel disease. In
the TALENT study, the crossover to non-assigned stents was clustered in seven out of 23 centres and was related to the lesion complexity, PCI volume and possibly to the expertise of the operators.
In addition, it is also possible that the assigned device per randomisation is not available “on-shelf” at the time of the procedure,
or that the available sizes and lengths of the investigational platform offer fewer options than the comparator, increasing the chance
of crossover to the comparator. Alternatively, the new device may
be truly less effective in crossing lesions, requiring more frequent
crossover. Differentiating between these possibilities is problematic without detailed questioning in the case report form. It is
acknowledged that accurate determination of this more granular,
consistent and informative approach to device success will challenge existing clinical trial processes to include site work documentation, monitoring visits to ensure accuracy, and a simple, flexible
case report form for study use. We propose an example of a case
report form that will capture important parameters for the adjudication of device success in PCI trials (Supplementary Table 3).

Defining device success for PCI trials

n-X lesions

No

X lesions

Yes

Step 2. Was any device
delivered and implanted in any
location?

No

Y1 lesions

Yes
Step 3. Was a device implanted
in the intended location?

No

No

– Unsuccessful device delivery (i.e., no devices implanted):
1. Without crossover to non-assigned devices (e.g., the device was
dislodged and successfully removed with no further attempts)
2. Crossover to non-assigned devices, but still unsuccessful

Y2 lesions

– Device implanted outside the intended location (e.g., the device was
dislodged and implanted proximal to the intended lesion)

Y3 lesions

– A second assigned device was implanted (e.g., scenario in which
the first assigned device failed to cross the intended lesion and
was considered damaged by visual inspection)
– Non-assigned device implanted after a failed attempt to use
the assigned device

Yes
Step 4. Was the first assigned
device implanted?*

– PCI was not attempted (e.g., patient referred to CABG)
– No device implanted (e.g., unsuccessful wiring of a CTO without attempt
of stent implantation; balloon angioplasty only due to restenosis or small
vessel size)
– Non-assigned device implanted without attempt to use the assigned
device (e.g., assigned device was not available; the operator decided
arbitrarily to use a different device)

EuroIntervention 2020;15:1190-1198

Step 1. Was there an attempt to
cross the lesion with the
assigned device?

Yes
Step 5. Was the final residual
stenosis <20% (QCA is the
preferred methodology)?**

No

Y4 lesions

– Residual stenosis above accepted thresholds (e.g., assigned device
underexpansion)

Yes
Device success rate per target lesion
=[n–(X+Y1+Y2+Y3+Y4)]/n-X

Figure 1. Algorithm for device success analysis. * Please refer to Table 1 if more than one assigned device is planned upfront for one target
lesion and Supplementary Figure 3 for details on potential scenarios. ** Additional intravascular image may be useful to confirm the stent
deployment, particularly when interpretation of final angiography is limited (e.g., tortuosity or angulation of the vessels, artery overlap, or
no-reflow phenomenon) after stent implantation. CABG: coronary arterial bypass grafting; CTO: chronic total occlusion; n: total lesion
number; PCI: percutaneous coronary intervention; QCA: quantitative coronary angiography

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES OF DEFINING DEVICE SUCCESS
Stent underexpansion is usually defined according to the diameter
stenosis after the procedure, measured by QCA. Coronary angiography only assesses residual stenosis which can be influenced
by many factors (e.g., plaque prolapse). The discrepancy in QCA
between metallic DES and polymeric bioresorbable scaffolds has
been reported25. Intracoronary imaging, such as intravascular ultrasound or optical coherence tomography, provides more accurate
ascertainment than angiography in optimising PCI procedures and
improves clinical outcome26,27. The use of intracoronary imaging
might be a preferred method rather than QCA to assess acute performance of devices for state-of-the-art trials.
Computational fluid dynamic models have shown that, even
at the same diameter stenosis, anatomic differences such as stent
eccentricity affect local haemodynamics which are related to stent
restenosis28. On the other hand, post-PCI FFR has been shown to
be a predictor of long-term outcome29,30. Suboptimal stent deployment is known to be associated with a trans-stent FFR gradient after
PCI31. Local haemodynamics and functional assessment of stented
vessels might become alternative approaches to evaluate the acute

performance of devices. Nevertheless, the systematic use of intravascular imaging or FFR after PCI needs to be balanced with risks
and costs. In this context, the use of angiography-derived functional
assessment such as QFR that does not require the use of additional
catheters32-34 will probably become widely available in catheterisation laboratories and play an increasing role in the assessment of
device success, including the independent assessment by core laboratories. The additional value versus the cost of such data collection
enhancements may vary across different study design applications.

Conclusions
Between devices with similar long-term clinical outcomes, device
success rates may convey important information for operators
choosing devices in clinical practice. Consistent approaches and
definitions for device success may greatly enhance the value of
such data. This document proposes a feasible approach summarised in a simple algorithm which, if embraced by international cardiovascular societies and clinical research organisations,
will allow meaningful comparisons among future studies and
advance regulatory science for informative device evaluation.
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Figure 2. Examples of device failure in the device success analysis. A1. One calcified lesion in right coronary artery (segment 2).
A2. Predilation. A3. Assigned device failed to cross the calcified lesion. No device was implanted. A4. Because the assigned device failed to
cross the lesion in the right coronary artery, the operator decided to use a non-assigned device for treatment of left main stem (segment 5).
Segment 5 should be excluded from the denominator in the analysis of device success rate. Changes in intention-to-treat should be specifically
reported in the case report form. B1. Two sequential lesions in left circumflex artery (segments 11 & 13). B2. Predilation. B3. Extensive
dissection with compromised blood flow of side branch (*segment 12b). B4. Assigned device failed to cross the proximal lesion, then crossover
to a non-assigned device. B5. The operator decided to use non-assigned devices for treatment of the distal lesion and the side branch.
Segment 13 should be excluded in the analysis of device success rate. Segment 12b should be reported as a procedural complication with
bail-out stenting of assigned device group based on intention-to-treat. Coronary artery segments are defined according to the American Heart
Association classification.
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Supplementary data

Supplementary Figure 1. Flow chart of the literature search and selection of studies.

Supplementary Figure 2. An example of a trial comparing stent A versus stent B.
na: number of lesions to be treated with stent A;
nb: number of lesions to be treated with stent B;
Xa: number of lesions in which the stent implantation (A) was not attempted;
Xb: number of lesions in which the stent implantation (B) was not attempted.
*e.g., single lesion trial, including restenosis

Supplementary Figure 3. Scenarios describing attempts with the assigned or non-assigned devices and
relationship to device success.

* Per consensus the use of a second device is considered as device failure independent of the mechanism
(related to the device, the lesion or the operator).

Supplementary Table 1. Eligibility criteria for the literature search.
Inclusion criteria
Coronary intervention randomised trials between 01/01/2007 and 12/04/2019
All-comers design
Published in NEJM, Lancet, EHJ, JACC or Circulation
Exclusion criteria
Extended follow-up report
Sub-analysis or post hoc analysis (e.g., imaging, gender)
Primarily imaging study
Non-coronary research
Not a randomised trial (meta-analysis, review, retrospective, etc.)
Drug trial
Thrombolysis
Treatment modification trial (e.g., logistics, timing)
Magnetic navigation system
Regenerative therapy (cell, gene, drugs)
Thrombus aspiration and others (e.g., interventions targeting reperfusion)
Pre-conditioning/post-conditioning/cooling
Circulatory support (e.g., intra-aortic balloon pump)
Medical arm as control
Genetic study

Supplementary Table 2. Device success rate in all-comers trials.
Study

Year

Journal

Definition of acute device success or device failure

TALENT

2019

Lancet

Successful delivery, deployment, and withdrawal of the assigned

Supraflex

XIENCE

device at the intended target lesion with a final in-stent residual

720 patients

715 patients

stenosis of less than 30% by visual estimation.

1,046 lesions

1,030 lesions

97.6%

99.5%

Resolute

Cre8

744 patients

747 patients

1,024 lesions

1,087 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

Successful delivery, deployment, and withdrawal of the assigned

Firehawk

XIENCE

device at the intended target lesion with a final in-stent residual

823 patients

830 patients

stenosis of less than 30% by visual estimation.

1,221 lesions

1,179 lesions

92.4%

94.8%

Less than 50% residual stenosis after percutaneous coronary

Onyx

Orsiro

intervention with assigned stents only.

1,243 patients

1,245 patients

1,646 lesions

1,593 lesions

98.4%

97.8%

Successful delivery and deployment of (only) the assigned device at

MiStent

XIENCE

the intended target lesion and successful withdrawal of the delivery

703 patients

695 patients

system with attainment of final in-stent residual stenosis of <30%

1,037 lesions

993 lesions

(by visual estimation).

Not reported

Not reported

Successful delivery and deployment of the first study scaffold/stent

Absorb

XIENCE

in the intended target lesion and successful withdrawal of the

924 patients

921 patients

delivery system with attainment of final in-scaffold/stent residual

1,237 lesions

1,209 lesions

stenosis of less than 20% by visual estimate and TIMI 3 flow grade

92%

98%

ReCre8

TARGET

BIONYX

DESSOLVE III

AIDA

2019

2018

2018

2018

2017

Circulation

Lancet

Lancet

Lancet

NEJM

Not reported in the main paper.

of the treated vessel.

Device success rate

p-value

0.0003

NA

0.025

NA

NA

<0.001

PANDA III

BIO-RESORT

EVERBIO II

SORT OUT VI

BIOSCIENCE

DUTCH PEERS

HOST-ASSURE

2016

2016

2015

2015

2014

2014

2014

JACC

Lancet

JACC

Lancet

Lancet

Lancet

JACC

The attainment at the target site of a final residual diameter stenosis

BuMA

Excel

0.22

of less than 50 percent using only the assigned study device.

1,174 patients

1,174 patients

1,605 lesions

1,572 lesions

99.8%

99.95%

A final residual diameter stenosis of less than 50% if achieved with

SYNERGY

Resolute

Orsiro

assigned study stents only.

1,172 patients

1,173 patients

1,169 patients

1,594 lesions

1,876 lesions

1,594 lesions

98.5%

97.5%

99.7%

Absorb

PROMUS

BioMatrix

78 patients

80 patients

80 patients

96 lesions

112 lesions

117 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported in study protocol and main paper.

The inability to implant the assigned study stent and cover the target

Resolute

BioMatrix

lesion.

1,502 patients

1,497 patients

1,883 lesions

1,791 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

Achievement of a final residual diameter stenosis of less than 30%

Orsiro

XIENCE

(by visual estimation), using the assigned device only.

1,063 patients

1,056 patients

1,594 lesions

1,545 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

A final residual diameter stenosis of less than 50% if achieved with

Resolute

XIENCE

assigned study stents only.

697 patients

694 patients

1,080 lesions

1,036 lesions

98%

98.4%

PROMUS

Resolute

2,503 patients

1,252 patients

3,426 lesions

1,661 lesions

99.4%

99.8%

Not reported in the main paper and Appendix.

NA

NA

NA

NA

0.17

0.054

NEXT

COMPARE II

SORT OUT V

SORT OUT IV

RESET

COMPARE

SORT OUT III

2013

2013

2013

2012

2012

2010

2010

JACC

Lancet

Lancet

Circulation

Circulation

Lancet

Lancet

All the study stents attempted were successfully deployed in a given

Nobori

XIENCE/Promus

lesion with residual diameter stenosis <50%.

1,617 patients

1,618 patients

2,059 lesions

2,010 lesions

99.6%

99.6%

Nobori

XIENCE

1,795 patients

912 patients

2,638 lesions

1,387 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

Inability to implant the assigned study stent in a target

Nobori

CYPHER

lesion.

1,229 patients

1,239 patients

1,532 lesions

1,555 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

EES

CYPHER

1,390 patients

1,384 patients

1,805 lesions

1,779 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

All the study stents attempted were successfully deployed in a given

XIENCE

CYPHER

lesion with residual diameter stenosis <50%.

1,597 patients

1,600 patients

1,967 lesions

1,960 lesions

99.8%

99.5%

XIENCE

TAXUS

897 patients

903 patients

1,286 lesions

1,294 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

Inability to implant the assigned study stent in one or more of the

Endeavor

CYPHER

target lesions.

1,162 patients

1,170 patients

1,619 lesions

1,611 lesions

Not reported

Not reported

Not reported in the main paper and Appendix.

Inability to implant the assigned study stent in >1 target lesion.

Not reported in the main paper.

0.97

NA

NA

NA

0.07

NA

NA

RESOLUTE

LEADERS

2010

2008

NEJM

Lancet

Achievement of a final residual diameter stenosis of less than 50%

Resolute

XIENCE

during the initial procedure, with use of the study stent only.

1,140 patients

1,152 patients

1,876 lesions

1,954 lesions

97%

97%

Achievement of a final residual diameter stenosis of less than 50%

BioMatrix

CYPHER

during the initial procedure, with use of the study stent only.

857 patients

850 patients

1,256 lesions

1,213 lesions

95.8%

94.2%

0.52

0.11

Supplementary Table 3. An example of a case report form.
Target lesion information
1. Specify which segments are diseased for this lesion
2. Did the operator make an attempt to delivery and deploy the assigned device?
 Yes
2-1 Were any devices implanted at this target lesion?
 Yes; how many devices were implanted? ____
Which type of device was implanted?
 Assigned device; ____ number ____
 Non-assigned device; ____ number ____ ;
Please specify reason(s) why it occurred.
 Assigned device failed to cross the lesion
 Assigned device dislodgement
 Others____
 No; please specify reason(s) why it occurred. ___
 No; please specify reason(s) why it occurred. ___
2-2 Were non-assigned devices implanted at this target lesion?
 Yes; how many non-assigned devices were implanted? ____
Please specify reason(s) why it occurred. ___
 No; please specify reason(s) why it occurred. ___

